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A bstract

We present a novel approach to generate virtual building interiors in realtime. The 

interiors are generated in a top-down fashion using architectural guidelines. Although 

a building interior in its entirety may be quite large, only the portions tha t are needed 

immediately are generated. This lazy generation scheme allows the use of only a 

fraction of the memory th a t a model of the entire interior would take. Our m ethod 

provides realtime frame rates, making it attractive for interactive applications such 

as videogames and simulators.

Memory is controlled by deleting regions of the interior th a t are no longer needed. 

Any changes made in these regions is not lost as we provide a simple and efficient 

m ethod to allow changes made to the interior to persist past the lifetime of the regions 

th a t contain them. This allows a dynamic, consistent environment and increases 

control over the content by allowing developers to make changes.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The focus of this thesis is the development of a system th a t allows synthesizing non

existent building interiors during runtime. The generated building interiors are kept 

persistent, meaning th a t unneeded portions of the interior can be removed without 

eliminating the any changes made to these portions. Our system is intended for use 

in interactive 3D applications like video games, virtual worlds and simulators. Its 

main purpose is to help applications provide interactive environments th a t are much 

larger than  the available memory and much larger than  developers would be capable 

of creating manually in a reasonable amount of time.

Hand-held gaming systems and cell-phones would particularly benefit from this, 

since they have limited available memory. For instance, one of the most recent hand

held gaming systems, the Sony PSP, has only 32 MB of RAM [27]. This is an insuffi

cient amount of space to hold many of the buildings tha t we tested in their entirety. 

The largest buildings we tested had an average size of 42 MB. Using our lazy gener

ation approach however, even these larger buildings can be explored on a PSP with 

plenty of room to spare. The maximum memory used to explore our largest buildings 

averaged around 2 MB.

In addition to memory savings, generating environments procedurally can take 

substantial workloads from the hands of artists. This allows larger environments 

to be created in a shorter periods of time. In the case of realtime generators like 

our building interior generator, initial unedited environments can be provided almost

1
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

instantly.

There are also possibilities th a t are not available when manually creating content. 

By allowing the computer to create the environment, it is possible to provide a near 

infinite quantity of unique environments. This can greatly increase the longevity of an 

application. For instance, if used in entertainm ent applications like video games, the 

generator can provide new environments for the user each time it is played. A notable 

example of this can be found in the video game created by Blizzard Entertainm ent, 

Diablo II [7], which provides two dimensional randomly generated wilderness areas 

and dungeons. This award winning game was released in the summer of 2000 and 

remains popular to this day. In fact, this game has had such a large base of steady 

players tha t Blizzard has been releasing updates and patches for over five years after 

its release. While this game’s longevity cannot be a ttributed to its procedural en

vironments alone, they definitely decrease the monotony of constantly replaying the 

game.

Another possibility with procedural approaches is that environments of near in

finite extent can be created. A dem onstration of this was created by Greuter et al. 

[10]. They created an application th a t generates cities with a nearly infinite extent. 

Their approach will be described in more detail in section 2.2.

Procedural environments can provide substantial memory benefits as well. Gen

erated environments are typically much larger than  the data used to generate it. As 

long as the generated result is deterministic, this da ta  can be stored instead of the 

entire environment. This can significantly decrease the required memory to  perm a

nently store the environment and the time it takes to transfer the environment over 

a network.

The required memory to use the environment can also be reduced. If the envi

ronment is generated in a lazy fashion, only the needed parts of the environment will 

be generated. Depending on the environment, the needed portions of the building 

may be much smaller than the to tal available environment. Lazy generation is par

ticularly effective in interior environments like those found in the building interiors 

tha t our generator creates because at any given time most of the building is occluded 

by the walls and floors of the building. Our test results support this. For example,
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 3

the largest building we tested had 16127 regions. During an autom ated traversal 

through the entire building we found th a t the maximum number of visible regions 

any time was 42. This means th a t during the walk, roughly 99.7% of the building 

was occluded. Figure 1.1 shows three views of this building. The left most shows a 

first person view of the building. The middle view shows the portion of the building 

tha t was generated to display tha t view. Finally, the rightmost view shows the same 

building generated completely.

Figure 1.1:
Left: A screen shot showing a building’s first person view and its generated 

contents. Right: A wireframe view of the same building generated completely. This 
building has 100 floors and 16127 regions.

In order to save memory from lazy generation, parts of the environment must be 

deleted when they are no longer needed. Unless care is taken, any changes made 

to the deleted parts, will also get deleted. We have developed a persistent change 

manager to solve this problem. Its main purpose is to provide an efficient way to keep 

track of changes after regions are deleted. This allows any changes made to persist 

past the lifetimes of the interior regions that contain them.

W ithout our manager, we would either have to disallow changes to the environ

ment or accept the fact tha t changes may be lost unpredictably. We believe both of 

these options are unacceptable for interactive applications. The first option would
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 4

greatly limit the interactivity and realism in the environment. Buildings typically 

contain many moveable and changeable objects, like doors, furniture, books, and so 

forth. W ith so many possible changes to be made, it would feel unnatural if nothing 

could be changed at all. Interactivity would also suffer since the results of interac

tions would never be able to change the environment. The second option has the 

potential to be confusing and frustrating for users. For instance, changes to the en

vironment often make excellent navigational landmarks for a user. Removing these 

landmarks without the users knowledge can be extremely confusing. It can also be 

frustrating when users spend time to make changes, and have these changes disappear 

unpredictably later on.

A secondary purpose for the persistent change manager is to  allow pre-release 

developer changes. Control is one of the greatest things a developer sacrifices when 

procedurally generating an environment. This is especially the case when they are 

generated during runtime, since it is not normally possible to edit the results. Our 

manager, however, puts some control back into the hands of the developer by allowing 

a number of changes to be made. Our manager can efficiently apply these changes as 

needed during generation.

1.1 M otivation

Much of the inspiration for this generator came from urban sandbox games like the 

Grand Theft Auto Series [24], Although there often are enterable buildings in these 

games, the vast m ajority of the buildings cannot be entered. This is most likely due to 

the shear number of buildings in a typical city. Given limited development times and 

memory requirements, it is infeasible for developers to  create such a large number of 

building interiors. In many types of games it is acceptable to limit where a player can 

explore, but a major appeal of sandbox games is the freedom they provide. Players 

get a good sense of freedom already, but imagine how free a game would become if 

every visible building could be entered and explored. Imagine how real a game would 

feel if the player knew that something always existed on the other side of a door or 

window. Environments such as these become more feasible if large portions of it can
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 5

be generated during runtime. This is what our generator aims to do.

The novelty of this research is another motivating factor. We are not aware of any 

other lazy approaches to generate building interiors, and we have not encountered 

any research th a t provides persistent change management in interactive procedural 

environments.

1.2 Scope

Our hypothesis is tha t large skyscraper style building interiors can be generated on 

the fly, with realtime speeds. The structure of the generated buildings should be 

realistic enough to resemble real buildings in a first person view, and should also be 

suitable for interactive applications. To enhance interactivity and realism, we also 

explore persistent change management in a procedural environment.

1.3 C ontributions

The contributions of this thesis are:

•  A lazy generation technique to create interactive building interiors in realtime 

[11, 12]. Using this technique can significantly decrease an a rtis t’s workload in 

applications th a t require large building interiors. We are not aware of any other 

techniques to generate building interiors in a lazy fashion.

•  Persistent change management in a procedural environment [11]. This allows 

the lifespan of a change to the environment to be independent of the lifespan 

of the environment itself. To our knowledge this the first research to add these 

capabilities to a procedural environment.

•  An implementation of the above techniques.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 6

1.4 T hesis O verview

This thesis is divided into seven chapters. Chapter 2 describes the work related to 

synthesizing geometry, generating architecture and persistent changes. In C hapter 3 

we explain how the system generates building interiors in a lazy fashion. Next, Chap

ter 4 covers how we manage our memory by freeing up the space used by unneeded 

portions of a building. Chapter 5 then covers how we manage persistent changes, 

and the techniques we used to provide four different types of changes. Finally, in 

Chapters 6 and 7 we present our empirical results and conclusions.
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Chapter 2

R elated Work

This thesis is concerned with two major topics: Generating building interiors, and 

managing persistent changes. Related work for generating building interiors is re

viewed in Section 2.1. This section starts by covering broad procedural geometry 

paradigms and common techniques th a t fit into these paradigms. It then proceeds 

to cover more specific approaches to generate geometry in realtime. Section 2.2 cov

ers related approaches to generating architecture. Finally, work related to persistent 

change management can be found in Section 2.3.

2.1 Procedural G eom etry Synthesis

We are concerned with synthesizing the geometry of a building interior in realtime, 

using minimal human input. Algorithms exist to generate a wide variety of objects 

and environments, including plants, terrain, forests, buildings and cities. In spite 

of this variety, algorithms for procedural geometry synthesis normally fall into two 

classes[14]: data  amplification algorithms[21, 22, 23, 25, 26, 33] and lazy evaluation 

algorithms[2, 6, 9, 10, 13].

The term data amplification was first used by Alvy Ray Smith[26] to describe 

the transformation of small amounts of da ta  into massive amounts of geometry. A 

popular example of a data  amplifier is the L-system. L-systems were first created by 

Aristid Lindenmayer [21] to mathematically model the development of filamentous

7
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CHAPTER 2. RELATED WORK 8

organisms, and was later developed into a full system for modelling the behavior of 

plant growth by Prusinkiewicz and Lindenmayer [23]. L-systems are a very popular 

m ethod for describing procedural models. They are grammars of string rewriting 

rules where each production is applied in parallel. The final result of these grammars 

are strings th a t are independent of the order th a t the rules are applied. These strings 

act as intermediate representations th a t can be interpreted to produce geometry for 

rendering. L-systems are most commonly used to model plants and other natural 

shapes[14], but some man-made objects can be effectively described using L-systems 

as well. For instance, Parish and Muller [22] use extended L-systems to  model the 

road networks of cities.

Procedural methods th a t are classified as data amplifiers typically create inter

mediate representations like scene descriptions. After an intermediate representation 

is complete, it is then sent to the renderer to create an image. The intermediate 

representations can often become extremely large. In the case of L-systems, the 

intermediate representation can grow exponentially with the number production ap

plications. These representations also often lack any useful organization, which makes 

it difficult to render the geometry efficiently.

D ata amplifiers generate all of the geometry described by their representations. 

This is in contrast to lazy evaluation techniques, since lazy evaluators only generate 

the geometry needed to render an accurate image. This avoids the need to create 

and process massive intermediate representations to render images. Since only the 

geometry tha t is needed should be generated, the ability to cull away significant 

portions of a scene is of great importance to methods in this paradigm. Our building 

interior generator falls in this paradigm, and efficient culling is achieved through the 

use of portal-region graphs (see section A.3). O ther data structures for efficient culling 

include grids, octrees, and bounding volume hierarchies. [13]

An example of a lazy evaluation method is procedural geometric instancing, de

veloped by John C. Hart[13]. It was designed for efficient rendering and to make 

the articulation of the representation easier. It is based on augmenting instances in a 

scene graph with a procedure. A scene graph is a common representation in computer 

graphics used to organize the logical and spatial characteristics of a scene. Instancing
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CHAPTER 2. RELATED WORK 9

is used to save memory when placing models in scene graphs. Each instance placed 

in a scene graph is a transformed copy of a m aster model. W ith procedural geometric 

instancing, an instance can be augmented w ith a procedure th a t will be executed each 

time the object appears in the scene. This procedure, for instance, can generate the 

object if it does not already exist. Hart organized the objects of the augmented scene 

graph into bounding box hierarchies th a t can be used for efficient rendering and to 

determine whether something needs to be generated. The greatest difficulty with this 

approach is finding the bounding volumes of procedural geometry without actually 

generating the geometry. Our approach is not faced with this difficulty since our gen

eration steps start out with bounding volumes and generate the contents contained 

in them.

Many environments tha t require long periods of time to generate completely are 

possible to generate in realtime through the use of lazy generation. This is because 

lazy generators often only need to generate a small portion of the entire environment 

to simulate and render the scene.

A realtime lazy generator for terrains was created by Ammeter and Mikhailyuk 

in order to reduce dependency on geographical databases requiring large amounts of 

storage space [2], Their terrains consist of fixed sized square blocks arranged in a grid 

pattern. Lazy generation is achieved by generating the squares tha t intersect with 

the cam era’s view frustum. These squares are placed in a list tha t is updated every 

frame. Squares th a t are not intersecting the frustum are removed from memory to 

save memory and to avoid unnecessary rendering.

Each square block contains a regular grid of height values tha t are stored in 

an array. The height values are determined using a randomized recursive subdivision 

technique called midpoint displacement. Each step of this process uses two previously 

set points and displaces the height of their midpoint to a random value. This value 

will fall between the two heights of the previously set points. After the block is 

generated it may be reduced to a lower level of detail by joining triangles. Joining 

is determined using the horizontal distance from the camera and the vertical amount 

th a t the common vertex moves after the join.
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CHAPTER 2. RELATED WORK 10

Another generator th a t is similar to the above, but much larger in scope, is pre

sented by Dollins[9] in his Ph.D. thesis. He describes a system to  create interactive 

large-scale worlds in realtime. His system generates a multi-resolution description of 

the geometry and behaviors on the fly, based on the limits of the user’s view. The 

terrain of the world is created by using quad-tree subdivision, where the terrain shape 

is defined by the midpoint of each cell. A cell’s midpoint is derived using a function 

of its nine parent layer cells. Dollins uses a pseudo-random number generator to ran

domly offset the terra in ’s vertices and to generate other objects th a t may be in the 

cell. To keep the environment consistent, he seeds the random number generator for 

each cell by combining the x and y coordinates of each cell. Our system uses a similar 

approach to seed the random number generator, which is described in section 3.11.

Similar random seeding techniques are also described by Lecky-Thompson[18]. 

This book contains various techniques th a t can be used to help generate ’infinite’ 

game worlds. Some of the infinite world generation techniques of this book have been 

applied in a generator by Greuter et al. [10]. They have developed an approach to 

generate ‘pseudo infinite’ cities in realtime. Their approach generates pseudorandom 

building exteriors as they become visible to the user, and temporarily stores them 

in a least recently used cache. Items of this cache are deleted either when the cache 

exceeds its limit or when buildings exceed a specified maximum age. We are also 

using a least recently used cache to  help manage our memory. See section 4.2 for 

details.

To keep such an enormous environment consistent, they seed the random number 

generator for each building they generate using the position of the building. The 

buildings created by their generator are placed in a regular grid arrangement. To 

generate the city’s building exteriors, the generator first creates a 2D base for the 

building by randomly overlapping randomly selected polygons. The generator then 

makes the buildings 3D by extruding the base polygons to random heights.

Unfortunately, only the exteriors of the their buildings are generated, so users 

are limited to exploring the streets. However, another generator called the Descensor 

Engine exists tha t generates cities in realtime with complete buildings. This generator 

was created by a company named Binary Worlds [6]. Their engine generates 3D
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CHAPTER 2. RELATED WORK 11

worlds containing a landscape, trees, roads, houses, and m ultistory buildings. Simple 

interiors are even generated within the structures. They have not disclosed much 

information about how they generate their worlds, so we are unaware of how close 

their approach to generate buildings interiors is to ours. Nevertheless, we do know 

th a t our generator achieves realtime frame rates while generating building interiors 

th a t are many times larger than  the interiors found in the demo they released.

Throughout the course of our research we have not found any other approaches 

th a t generate building interiors in realtime. However we have found one approach 

th a t is meant to  generate interior environments before they are used, during runtime. 

This generator was created by Roden and Parberry[25], and they dem onstrated their 

approach by generating dungeon style game levels during runtime. This generator 

is based on placing prefabricated geometry into a uniform 3D grid. This generator 

requires much more human input than  ours because the prefabricated geometry re

quires human modelling. Using this geometry, the generator creates the level in three 

stages.

The first stage creates a 3D graph based on the grid to decide the layout of the 

level. To create the graph, a grid cell is selected to place the entrance node in. This 

cell can have up to four adjacent grid cells, and the connections to these are put into 

a list to be used at a later time. Additional steps are randomly selected from this list 

to create and connect new nodes. Once a connection is selected, the generator checks 

to see if it breaks any constraints. If it does break a constraint, a new connection 

is selected at random from the list. The generator term inates if a valid connection 

cannot be found. If a valid connection is found, a new node is created and more 

connections are added to the list for further generation steps

The second generation stage places the prefabricated geometry in the grid. Selec

tion and placement is based on the nodes and connections of the graph. After this 

is completed, the third stage adds content like artificial characters, items, and other 

details to the level.

Their generator also creates the data  needed for efficient rendering and collision 

detection. For occlusion culling, they place portals between the cells of their level. Our 

generator also uses portals for this purpose. Our method is described in appendix A.3.
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CHAPTER 2. RELATED WORK 12

For efficient collision detection they construct a binary tree of axis aligned bounding 

boxes. Our collision detection m ethod is described in appendix A.I.

2.2 G enerating A rchitecture

This section covers related works in designing and generating architecture th a t are not 

used in realtime generators. “A Pattern  Language” [1] by Christopher Alexander is a 

book containing a pattern  language to aid the design and construction of towns and 

buildings. This book has a broad sequence of patterns covering the design of regions 

and towns, neighborhoods, clusters of buildings, buildings, rooms and alcoves, and the 

details of construction. Each pattern  of the language describes a frequently occurring 

problem and a solution tha t can be adapted to a designer’s needs. These patterns are 

most effective when combined with other patterns. In fact, almost all of the patterns 

are connected to other patterns in the language. This lets designers choose whole 

sequences of patterns tha t can be combined to produce designs.

This pattern  language is meant to be used by humans to generate effective designs. 

Most of the problems and solutions are kept broad and general, allowing them  to 

be adapted to the designer’s particular needs. This however makes it difficult to 

directly use the patterns in a computer generator. In spite of this, the language still 

provided valuable help in producing realistic building interiors. It provided insight 

into the design of building interiors, and some of the rules we defined to implement 

our generator were derived from the patterns of this book.

Formal grammar approaches to aid the design of buildings have been developed 

th a t can be used in computer generators more readily. George Stiny[28] developed 

shape grammars to allow the definition of various architectural styles. Unlike tra 

ditional grammars which process symbols, shape grammars process shapes directly. 

Two steps are needed to use a shape grammar: shape recognition, and rule applica

tion. A rule of a shape grammar describes a start shape and a new shape to replace 

it with. After rules are applied new shapes often emerge tha t rules can be applied to.

The emergence of new shapes can make computer implementation and autom atic 

derivation difficult. Stiny[29] has also created a more computer friendly subset of
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shape grammars called set grammars. Set grammars treat shapes as symbolic objects, 

so they do not require shape matching procedures.

Using the ideas from shape and set grammars, Wonka et al. [33] describe a frame

work to allow the autom atic generation of architecture. They have dem onstrated its 

use in generating building exteriors. Their framework consists of a database contain

ing two types of grammars: a split grammar and a control grammar. Split grammars 

are a specialized type of set grammar w ith two types of rules: split rules which split 

shapes into smaller shapes, and conversion rules which transform single shapes into 

other shapes. Control grammars handle the spatial distribution of the shapes in an 

orderly fashion.

Although we have not defined any explicit grammars in our system, most of the 

building is generated by splitting tem porary regions into smaller regions of various 

types, or by replacing tem porary regions with other types of regions. These actions 

resemble the two types of rules in their split grammars, so it should be possible to 

define a split grammar th a t captures the transitions between our region types. We 

summarize the transitions between the region types in a graphical fashion in section

3.12 tha t resembles a split grammar. These transitions however, make up only a 

small portion of our generator. The generator also needs to know how to select 

the transitions and all of the details in constructing the regions involved w ith the 

transitions. This is the main reason we are not using external grammars w ith our 

system. Doing so would greatly increase the difficulty in implementing our generator, 

and would have little benefit unless the selection and construction details were also 

made external. Also, by keeping everything internal to our code we are able to 

specialize the generator for a more simple and efficient implementation.

2.3 Persistence

Persistence concerns the length of time for which data  exists and is usable[3]. This 

is a common topic of research in programming languages. Persistent programming 

languages such as PS-Algol[3] aim to make the use of data independent of its per

sistence. This independence, for example, allows data in a database and d a ta  in a
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tem porary variable to be handled with the same code. Persistent object stores were 

created to help implement these languages[8]. They attem pt to abstract persistence 

from the physical properties of data  such as storage size, speed, and stability.

Another area where persistence is a concern is that of collaborative virtual environ

ments. Collaborative virtual environments are virtual worlds shared by participants 

across a computer network. Participants in these worlds are able to  interact with its 

contents and communicate w ith each other using a variety of media [4], In these en

vironments, persistence deals with the extent tha t a virtual environment exists after 

its participants have left [19].

An example of a collaborative virtual reality system is the V-Worlds project cre

ated by Vellon et al. [30]. Their system provides a long term, persistent, changeable 

world. That is achieved by automatically logging changes to object properties. When 

a property is changed, the server automatically records it in a sequential log file. Not 

all changes will be logged, however. To avoid unnecessary logging, V-Worlds allows 

properties th a t should not be logged to be marked as volatile. The log files can be

come quite large if enough changes are made. To avoid this, V-Worlds can also write 

out its entire state to  a new log file. The old log file can then be archived or deleted.

To restore the state of the world, V-Worlds sequentially re-applies all of the 

changes recorded in the log. This allows the world to be persistent even if the server 

crashes.

In procedural environments, persistence has a similar meaning, but since static 

environments can be consistently regenerated, persistence in procedural environments 

is concerned mainly with the length of time that the changes to the environment 

exist. There are many factors such as memory and processor power th a t can limit 

the lifetimes of changes, but we are only concerned with one: The lifetime of the 

environment itself.

The reason this is a major concern for realtime procedural environments is th a t 

unneeded sections of the environment are often removed from memory while users 

travel through the environment. This can cause changes to be removed prematurely 

and unpr edict ably. To compound the problem, removed sections will cease to ex

ist anywhere because the environment is generated in realtime. This makes saving
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changes more difficult because the changes cannot be stored with the sections of the 

environment th a t they lie in.

We have developed a way to make the lifetimes of these changes independent of 

the environment they lie in. This allows the lifetimes of changes to  be controlled in 

a predicable manner. We do not know of any other realtime generated environments 

th a t provide this capability.
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Chapter 3 

Lazy Building Interior Generation

This chapter describes our approach to generating building interiors in realtime. The 

chapter begins by describing the composition of our interiors and how they are gener

ated in a lazy fashion. The generation rules, tem porary region types and portals types 

are then presented. To simplify the implementation, generation has been split into 

a number of stages, and these stages are described in detail in Sections 3.5 through 

3.10. Section 3.11 then describes how the systems generates pseudorandom numbers 

in order to produce consistent buildings. Finally, Section 3.12 provides a summary of 

how all the region types relate to each other.

Our approach is designed to generate skyscraper style building interiors, focusing 

on generating the structure of the interiors. Thus, exterior elements such as window 

placement and building shape are ignored. Realistic object placement is also out of 

the focus of our generator.

This generator adopts a lazy approach to procedural generation, meaning tha t only 

the needed portions of the interior will be generated at any given time. This approach 

generates interiors in a recursive, top-down fashion based on splitting tem porary 

regions into new regions. Adjacent regions of our interiors are connected using faces 

called portals. Descriptions of portals and the main region types of our interiors can 

be found below:

Portals are rectangular faces used to specify areas where two regions are connected.

These are used to guide generation, for quick visibility calculations, and to allow

16
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objects to travel between regions. Portals can be assigned a number of types to 

guide the generator. See Section 3.4 for descriptions of these types.

Temporary regions are regions of space where generation can occur. They serve as 

placeholders to indicate what parts of the building have not yet been generated. 

In our implementation these regions are represented using axis aligned bounding 

boxes. There are many different types of tem porary regions, and each of them  

give different generation results. See Section 3.3 for details.

Built regions are the final visible product of the generator. These regions hold the 

geometry needed for rendering and collision detection, as well as any visible 

objects th a t may be placed in the building.

The portals and regions mentioned above are the main elements composing our 

building interiors. Details about how the interiors are generated in a lazy fashion can 

be found in the next section.

3.1 Lazy G eneration

Initially, a building interior consists of a single tem porary region, and one or more 

portals. The tem porary region specifies the volume where the building will exist and 

the portals are used as entrances and windows.

Generating our building interiors is a recursive process. At each generation step 

a temporary region is either split into smaller tem porary regions or replaced with 

a built region. This will continue until there are no more tem porary regions where 

generation is needed. After each tem porary region is split, portals may be created 

to connect the new regions. These portals must only connect to the newly created 

regions or consistency errors could result.

Points are used to limit generation to needed regions. Given a set of temporary 

regions and a point, generation is only carried out in the region tha t contains the 

point. The first region to contain the point may be split into smaller regions, and
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the process only continues with the smaller region th a t contains the point. It stops 

when the point lies within a built region. Figure 3.1 shows an example generating a 

section of a building around a point.
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Figure 3.1: An example generating a section of a building around a point. Step 1 
shows the initial region and a point that generation will be based on. The point is 
in a tem porary region, so generation occurs, creating the regions in step 2. Next, the 
generator will find the new region that contains the point. Since this new region is 
also a tem porary region, the generation will occur inside of it. Similar steps will be 
followed until step six is reached. The region th a t contains the point in this step is a 
built region. This will halt the generation process.

Temporary regions are generated around points whenever access to a non-existing 

built region is required. For instance, the camera is initially placed in the building by 

generating in the initial temporary region around the camera position. Generating 

around a point is also done when an object moves across a portal into a tem porary 

region.
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This technique is even used to generate the other visible regions in the building. 

After the system renders a region it checks to see if any portals are visible. If a visible 

portal has a tem porary region on its opposite side, this tem porary region will generate 

around a point from the portal to create a built region. The system will then render 

the new built region and the process will continue until only built regions are visible.

Building interiors can normally exploit occlusion to a great degree which makes 

lazy generation particularly effective. However, this also makes the order th a t regions 

are generated depend on the path taken through them. To prevent this from causing 

consistency errors, we designed our generator so tha t the results are independent of 

the order th a t existing regions are generated.

W hen a tem porary region generates, it must do so independently of any other 

existing region. This means it cannot use any information from other existing regions, 

and it cannot alter any existing regions. Since the generation result is independent 

of the rest of the building, it doesn’t m atter what order the existing regions are 

generated to produce a consistent building.

3.2 G eneration R ules

We developed a number of rules to follow when implementing this generator. The 

first four rules are mandatory and must be followed or errors may result. Possible 

errors may include visual artifacts, and buildings th a t are not consistent each time 

they are visited. These rules are w ritten in italics below. The remainder of the rules 

were created in order to produce more realistic buildings. The generator will still 

work properly if these rules are not followed, so it may be acceptable to  implement 

algorithms th a t aren’t guaranteed to follow these rules all the time but are much 

faster than algorithms with such a guarantee.

1: G enerated con ten ts m u st n ever pro tru de out o f  the bounding vol
um e o f  the tem porary  region th a t generates it. If this were to happen 

the protruding portions would likely intersect with other parts of the building.
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This would cause visual artifacts if both regions were visible at the same time.

2: E xistin g  regions o f  the building should n ever  overlap  each other. It

is unrealistic for two regions to occupy the same space at the same time, and 

like the first rule, visual artifacts could also occur if this rule is not followed. 

Note: we have found it useful to  make one exception to this rule when placing 

elevator shafts. See Section 3.5.2 for details.

3: W hen generating, a tem porary  region m u st n o t use in fo rm a tio n
fro m  an y o th er ex istin g  region. If this rule is not followed the building 

would not be guaranteed to be consistent each time it is explored. For instance, 

when generation occurs in a tem porary region, its neighboring regions are not 

guaranteed to be in the same state each time. If the generated results were 

based on information in a neighboring region they would also not be guaran

teed to be identical.

4: W hen gen era tion  occurs in  a tem porary  region, no o th er existing
regions can be altered. This includes the placement of portals and objects 

as well. No other existing regions can be changed at all. Consistency errors 

could result if they are, because the order tha t regions are generated, if at all, 

is not guaranteed to  be the same for each walk-through.

5: Every region should be accessible. Inaccessible regions are unrealistic and

create areas of dead space that, will confuse users tha t are trying to explore the 

entire building. Figure 3.2 gives an example of dead space. Note th a t our im

plementation currently has a bug where inaccessible regions are created. This 

however, is a rare occurrence and it is difficult to notice from a first person 

perspective.
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6: All significant portions of space should be used. Space is rarely wasted in

real buildings, and large portions of wasted space can cause the same confusion 

tha t inaccessible regions cause.

Figure 3.2: An example floor with a large portion of dead space. The thicker black 
lines indicate portals, and the grayed out area indicates where the dead space is. 
Dead space can be caused by creating inaccessible regions, and by not utilizing all 
significant portions of space.

7: In m ost cases private rooms should be accessible through a public
room or a hallway. This was inspired by the ’’Intimacy Gradient” design 

pattern found in [1], Currently in our buildings, every room is considered to 

be private, so to enforce this rule, every room must have hall access. We limit, 

the minimum dimension of room clusters to ensure this. The minimum dimen

sion of clusters at the building perimeter should be one average room thick, 

and non-perimeter clusters should have a minimum dimension of two average 

rooms thick. The size of an average room is defined by a constant in our im

plementation. Figure 3.3 shows an example floor with four properly sized room 

clusters.
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Figure 3.3: An example floor dem onstrating the proper widths for room clusters. 
The gray regions represent the hallways, and the remaining regions represent room 
clusters. R is a constant specifying how wide an average room should be.

8: Parallel hallways should have rooms between them . Parallel hallways

are redundant if they are right next to each other.

9: If possible, hallways that touch other hallways should be connected.
This improves the circulation of the hallways, and reduces the number of hall

way dead ends.

10: In large enough regions, hallways that follow a loop shape should be
favored. We found through experimentation tha t this rule helps creates hall

ways th a t appear more regular and realistic. In our implementation, a large 

enough region is defined to be at least 5 average rooms thick.
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3.3 Tem porary R egion  T ypes

Rather than developing one type of tem porary region tha t can generate every part

of a building, we created seven different specialized types for different tasks. These

types are outlined below:

Building: The initial tem porary region of the building is given this type. These 

tem porary regions create elevator shafts, stairwells, and other global aspects of 

the building like the textures to be used in the building.

Floor Divide: Temporary regions of this type are used to divide the building into 

uniformly spaced floors. Each division occurs at the floor closest to the middle 

of the region, and this creates two new tem porary regions. If any of these new 

regions cannot be further divided into floors they are set as the Hall Divide  

type. If not, they are set as the Floor Divide  type.

Hall Divide: This type of tem porary region creates either a Hall Loop tem porary 

region or a Hall Segm ent  tem porary region depending on its dimensions. (See 

rule 10 of section 3.2.) This new region is created inside the boundaries of the 

old region, and the remainder of the space in the old region is divided to create 

at most four more bounding box regions. These regions will either be Hall D i

vide regions or R oom  Cluster D ivide  depending on their dimensions.

R oom  Cluster Divide: These tem porary regions divide to eventually create indi

vidual rooms. Each division divides the tem porary region into two new R oom  

Cluster Divide  tem porary regions. Divisions always occur between two portals. 

If there is less than  two portals, or it is not possible to create two reasonably 

sized regions, division does not occur. Instead, a built region room is created 

with its dimensions.
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Hall Loop: This type of tem porary region creates a rectangular loop of hallway. 

The loop consists of four Hall Segment tem porary regions. The middle region 

will either be a Hall Divide type or a Room Cluster Divide type depending on 

its dimensions. (See rule 7 of section 3.2 for details.)

Hall Segment: This type of region creates a rectangular built region section of hall

way. The dimensions of the built region will be the same as its parent

Elevator Shaft: In a similar fashion to  the hall segment, this type of tem porary 

region creates an elevator shaft. The shaft will be a built region with the same 

dimensions as its parent

3.4 Portal T ypes

To guide our generator we assign different types to the portals in the building. This

allows the generator to quickly decide what to do with each portal it encounters, and

generate appropriate geometry for each portal.

Entrance: This type is given to all door portals th a t connect the building to  the 

outside world. Our current implementation only has one type of entrance, so 

all entrances are treated equally. In the future it may be useful to have different 

types of entrances, so the generator could better create geometry to suit the 

needs of the entrance. This would, for instance, allow the generator to create an 

extravagant lobby around a main entrance, and a clear hallway for an emergency 

exit. Since this type of portal is attached to the building exterior, it is not be 

placed by our generator. These portals must be placed either by a human or 

another generator before our generator starts.

Elevator: This type is given to elevator door portals. Since elevators usually connect 

to hallways, our generator makes sure th a t portals of this type always connect
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to hallways.

Hallway: This type of portal is used to  connect hallways together. In our imple

mentation, hallway regions are always rectangular shaped. In order to get more 

elaborate hallways in the building, these rectangular regions are attached using 

Hallway portals. W hen a Hallway  portal is encountered during generation, a 

hallway region should be constructed and attached to it.

R oom  Door: This type of portal is found where ever a door into a room is located. 

W hen a R oom  D oor  portal is encountered during generation, a room should be 

constructed and attached to it.

Window: This type of portal is used to  indicate where windows should be placed 

in the building. Since windows are part of the exterior of the building, our 

generator will not place this type of portal. Therefore, these portals will have 

to be placed before generation begins in order for generated buildings to have 

windows.

3.5 B uild ing Setup

Building setup occurs with Building  type tem porary regions. Every thing tha t affects 

the building globally occurs here. The two main tasks carried out here in our current 

implementation are texture selection and elevator shaft creation.

3.5.1 T extu re S election

Texture selection in our implementation is currently basic. Eight textures are chosen 

for the building interior. We select three textures for the floors, walls, and ceilings 

of hallways, and three separate textures for the floors, walls, and ceilings of rooms. 

Two textures are also selected for the doors, and elevator shafts. For each of these 

locations, we created a list of possible textures, and selection is done pseudorandomly 

from these lists. Currently, each item has an equal chance of being selected and no 

attem pt is made to match the textures for aesthetic appeal.
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3.5 .2  E levator Shaft C reation

Our generator gives elevator shaft regions special consideration. Normally regions 

existing at the same time never overlap each other. However, when elevator shafts 

are created, they are simply placed inside of the Building  tem porary region without 

splitting this region. This is done in deliberate violation of rule 2 of section 3.2. 

Although this rule is considered to be a m andatory rule, we have good reasons for 

making an exception in this case. These reasons are discussed below.

Since our tem porary regions are axis aligned bounding boxes, the only way we can 

create an elevator shaft in the middle of the building without creating overlapping 

regions is to split the Building  region up into smaller regions. This however would 

have serious effects on the resulting building. It would greatly reduce the variety of 

floors produced for a building, since the split would exist on every floor of the building. 

Also, since portals can only be placed between newly split regions, all of the portals 

connecting each region on every floor would have to be placed in this generation 

step. This would require portals to be placed prematurely, and an enormous number 

of portals to be placed at one time. Large numbers of portals should be avoided 

because they take long to  place and also create more work for future divisions.

The elevator shafts are pseudorandomly placed in the interior of the Building  

region so th a t at least an average sized room can be placed between the elevator 

shaft and all of the edges of the building. After the elevator region is placed, Elevator  

portals are placed along the shaft in the proper positions for each floor. Our current 

implementation only places one elevator shaft tha t spans the height of the building, 

although it is possible to place multiple elevator shafts.

Since placing elevator shafts is an exception to generation rule 2, our generator 

needs extra help to avoid errors. Temporary regions keep track of elevator shafts so 

they can generate regions based on the shaft if needed. W hen a tem porary region 

splits, a reference to the elevator shaft will be given to any new regions th a t intersect 

the elevator shaft. This allows regions to know if the elevator shaft intersects it in 

constant time.

While our implementation only creates elevator shafts, stairways can almost be 

handled in the same way. Stairways however, require a much greater amount of
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geometry to be created, and are different from elevator shafts in term s of visibility. 

For these reasons, we expect it to be beneficial to generate elevator shafts in a lazy 

fashion similar to the way floor division is done. This could greatly cut down on the 

amount of geometry created at one time. It would also be worthwhile to instance a 

m aster copy of a group of stairs, since most of the geometry in a typical stairwell is 

repeated and can be easily reused.

3.6 Floor D ivision

Floor division occurs in Floor Divide  tem porary regions. Instead of dividing the 

entire building into floors all at once, only one division will occur, which will create 

two new Floor Divide  regions. Creating the floors in this fashion is ideal for our lazy 

generation approach, since it eliminates a lot of unnecessary divisions. It also helps 

create a well structured generation tree, which we use for memory management (See 

Section 4.1) and point location (See Section A.2).

Each division will occur at the floor closest to the middle of the region. Assuming 

tha t the building height is evenly divisible by the preset floor height, this will produce 

evenly distributed floors if the entire building is generated.

Figure 3.4 shows the floor division locations necessary to create a floor in one of 

our lazy generated buildings. Only seven divisions were necessary to create this floor. 

If this building was completely generated, it would have one hundred floors.

Our implementation currently does not place portals between floors after the 

divisions, but doing so has the potential of creating interesting areas in the building. 

For example, this would make it possible to create areas with higher than  normal 

ceilings, holes in the floor overlooking public areas of the building, and so on.

3.7 H allway D ivision

Hallway division occurs in Hall Divide tem porary regions. This type of division 

is responsible for creating all of the hallways in a building and the room clusters 

between them. It was also the most challenging type of division for us to design. The
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Figure 3.4: A side view of a lazy generated building showing the floor divisions 
necessary to create a single floor.

hallways produced by our early generators looked like random mazes, and took a lot 

of experimentation to create a generator tha t produces buildings tha t look like they 

could be real.

Hallway division is based on the position of a smaller tem porary region th a t is 

placed in the dividing region. We will call this the hall region since it will either be a 

Hall Segment or a Hall Loop. The larger region is divided up around the hall region 

to create up to four more additional regions. This will happen if the hall region is 

placed in the middle, and one less region will be created for each edge of the hall
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region tha t touches the boundaries of the region being divided. The surrounding 

regions will either be Hall Divide  or R oom  Cluster Divide tem porary regions.

The placement and dimensions of the hall region depend largely on its type. These 

details are be explained in subsections 3.7.2 and 3.7.3.

We divide the the Hallway Divide  region by placing cutting planes on the edges of 

the hall region. Since the dividing region and the hall region are axis aligned bounding 

boxes, the new regions produced by these planes will also be axis aligned bounding 

boxes. This is necessary since our tem porary regions are currently restricted to this 

shape.

The shapes of the outer regions depend on the order th a t the planes are used to 

cut the region. To simplify our implementation we use the same cutting order every 

time. The first two cuts occur along the shortest edges of the hall region, and the last 

two occur along the longest edges. This will produce regions with a similar shape to 

those in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: An example division around the hall region. The outer and inner solid 
boxes represent the parent temporary region and hall region respectively. The dotted 
lines represent the cutting planes.

We feel th a t this cutting order is the most versatile of the possible orders because it 

is symmetric in both directions and it is less likely to produce unusable skinny regions 

than  some other cutting orders. We are achieving good results using this single cutting 

order, but more variety may be achievable if multiple orders were allowed. There are
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even some ways to divide the region th a t are not possible using cutting planes. In the 

future it may be worthwhile to  explore these possibilities to produce greater variety 

in our buildings.

Care must be taken when dividing up the temporary region so th a t none of the 

cutting planes intersect existing portals. Errors will result if this happens because 

portals need to completely he on both  edges of the regions it connects. To avoid this, 

our generator first generates the hall region without considering this problem. It then 

checks to see if any of its cutting planes are intersecting any portals. If there are any, 

it will move the edges with the offending cutting planes to the closest location tha t 

does not intersect any portals.

3.7.1  P orta l P la cem en t

The placement of portals has a huge effect on the outcome of the building. Hallway  

portals will cause the generator to create connecting hallways, and the placement of 

R oom  Door portals has m ajor effects on the results of room cluster division. (See 

Section 3.8 for details.)

The generator frequently builds hallways connected to existing Hallway  portals. 

W hen this is done however, we want to avoid breaking generation rule 8, which states 

th a t parallel hallways should have rooms between them. To help follow this rule 

we established a convention for placing Hallway  portals along Hall Segm en t  regions: 

Whenever we place a Hallway  portal on the end of a Hall Segment, we face the 

portal away from the region, and whenever a portal is placed along the sides of a 

Hall Segment we face the portal into the region. Figure 3.6 shows an example of this 

convention in use. The dotted rectangle in the figure represents a Hall Segm en t  and 

the thick black lines represent the portals. The arrows show the direction tha t the 

portals are facing.

W ith Hall Loops, we use a similar convention. The only difference is th a t Hallway  

portals will always face into the region no m atter where they are placed.

This convention allows the generator to easily decide how to  orient a Hall Segm ent  

when connecting it to a Hallway  portal. If a Hallway portal is encountered th a t is
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Figure 3.6: An example Hall Segment portal placement using our hallway portal 
placing convention.

facing away from the dividing region, the generator will know th a t the portal either 

is or will be attached to the side of a hallway. Therefore, in order to avoid breaking 

generation rule 8 the generator must create a hall segment th a t is parallel to the 

normal of the Hallway portal.

When placing portals, we must make sure th a t the generator does not place them  

on top of other existing portals. To simplify this, we m aintain a list containing the 

intervals th a t portals can be placed in for each edge. This is implemented using 

a doubly linked list where each node contains either the beginning or ending of an 

interval. These will come from the extreme points of the edges and the portals th a t 

are placed on them. Since portals will never intersect, we do not have to keep track 

of whether a point starts or finishes an interval. S tarting at the beginning of the 

list, each pair of points will give the beginning and end of an interval tha t a portal 

can be potentially placed in. Refer to Figure 3.7 for a dem onstration of safe portal 

placement intervals.

Since portals will always be placed between two newly created regions, there will 

be no portals to consider when creating the lists. Thus, to initially create the interval 

list for an edge, all we need to do is place the two extreme points of the edge in the 

list. This pair of points will make up the start and end of the first interval in the list.

A list is updated each time a portal is placed on its edge. This is done by inserting 

the portal’s extreme points between the points of the interval it is placed in. Since the 

list is implemented using a doubly linked list, and the location to insert will already 

be known, updating the list will take constant time for each portal placed.

Keeping a maintained interval list allows us to prioritize portal placement. We 

currently place portals along edges of a hall region in three phases of decreasing
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Figure 3.7: An example series of portal placements. The dotted line represents an 
edge, the thick horizontal lines represent portals, and the shaded areas represent safe 
intervals to place portals. The small vertical lines represent the points tha t will be 
placed in our interval list.

priority. The first phase places hallway portals directly across from other existing 

portals. The second places other hallway portals in between these, and the third 

places R oom  D oor  portals in the remaining space.

For the first phase, the generator checks to see if there are any Hallway portals 

directly across from the hall region. If there are, Hallway portals will be placed 

directly across from them  on the hall region. Figure 3.8 gives an example of this. 

Placing portals in these locations helps to keep the hallways in the building well 

connected, and it also helps enforce generation rule 9, which states that hallways 

th a t touch other hallways should be connected. Before we introduced this step, we 

generated hallway floor plans with a lot of dead ends and a lot of unconnected touching 

hallways.

The second phase of portal placement will occur for each edge th a t touches a 

new Hallway Divide  region. This phase will place more Hallway  portals. Since all 

Hallway Divide  regions create at least one hallway, placing these portals ensures tha t 

the future hallways can be connected to the rest of the floor’s hallways.

Each safe interval of an edge’s list will be visited during this phase. Ideally, 

we want room clusters that are at least two rooms thick between the hallways. If a 

interval is large enough to allow this, the generator will pseudorandomly place portals
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Figure 3.8: An example dem onstrating portal placement when Hallway portals are 
found directly across from the hall region. The outer and inner dotted regions rep
resent the parent tem porary region and the hall region respectively. The thick black 
line segments represent pre-existing Hallway portals, and the dashed arrows show 
where new portals should be placed.

in the interval with at least two rooms worth of space between each. Pseudo-code 

showing how these portals are placed can be found below:
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Given:
PORTAL_WIDTH = the width of the portal to be placed 
TYPE = the portal type to place 
PLACE_PROB = the probability to place a portal 
PORTAL_DIST = the distance between portal placements 
P0RTAL_C0UNT = The count of portals already placed 
INTERVAL_LIST = the interval list
INTERVAL_DIST = the distance from the start and finish of each

interval that portals should be placed
GUARANTEED = True if at least one portal should be guaranteed

to be placed

for (all of the intervals in INTERVAL_LIST){
PLACE_MIN = The first point of the current interval + INTERVAL_DIST 
PLACE_MAX = The second point of the current interval 

- PORTAL_WIDTH - INTERVAL_DIST

while(PLACE_MIN < PLACE_MAX){
if(a random number between 0 and 1 is less than PLACE_PROB){
place a portal starting at PLACE_MIN with a width of PORTAL_WIDTH

insert the portal's extreme points between the points of the current 
interval

P0RTAL_C0UNT = P0RTAL_C0UNT + 1
}

PLACE_MIN = PLACE_MIN + PORTAL_DIST
>
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>

if (GUARANTEED is true and PORTAL_COUNT equals zeroH 
For (all of the intervals in INTERVAL_LIST){ 

if (there is room in the current interval){
insert the portal's extreme points between the points of the current 
interval

P0RTAL_C0UNT = P0RTAL_C0UNT + 1 

Exit loop
}

}

}

We adopted this approach to placing portals because it is simple and efficient, it 

provides the correct spacing between portals, and it gives a uniform look to the portal 

arrangement. There are many other possible approaches to portal placement, so in 

the future it may be worthwhile to explore alternate approaches to portal placement.

If multiple approaches tha t produce good results can be found, it would be possible 

to provide more variety in our interiors by randomly selecting from these approaches.

The third portal placement phase will occur for all of the edges th a t touch a new 

region, regardless of whether it is a Hallway Divide  or a R oom  Cluster Divide  region.

This phase will place R oom  Door portals along the edge so tha t future rooms will 

have access to a hallway. Placing these portals is done in a similar fashion to the 

previous phase except these portals are placed with at least one room worth of space 

between them.

After the generator has finished placing portals between the hall region and its 

surrounding, newly created regions, portals may be placed between the remaining 

newly created regions. Figure 3.9 shows the possible remaining edges to place portals 

along.
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Figure 3.9: An example showing the possible remaining edges to place portals along. 
The dotted lines represent the boundaries of the newly created regions, including the 
hall region in the center. The shaded areas indicate the remaining edges to  place 
portals.

Both Hallway  portals and R oom  D oor  portals will be pseudorandomly placed on 

these edges. These portals will be placed in the same fashion as phase two and three 

described earlier to place portals on the hall region.

These portals are placed in anticipation th a t we will want the new regions to be 

connected later. Earlier versions of our generator did not place portals on these edges. 

The hallways created by these resembled a tree-like structure; the hallways branched 

out, and rarely reconnected to each other. Because of our lazy generation approach, 

the generator cannot wait until more of the building is created before it places these 

portals. (See generation rule 4 of section 3.2 for details.) Since, the generator did not 

connect these regions in the step th a t they were created, they became cut off from 

each other forever.

3 .7 .2  H all S egm ents

Hall Segm ent  regions are used to generate straight sections of hallway. A Hallway D i

vide temporary region will construct this type of hall region if its minimum dimension
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is smaller than  five rooms thick.

Hall Segm ent  regions are constructed based on the pre-existing portals tha t are 

connected to its parent tem porary region. If the parent possesses any Hallway  portals, 

one of these portals will be chosen to build the Hall Segm en t  off of. The choice of 

this portal is done pseudorandomly.

Building the segment is different depending on the orientation of the portal tha t 

is chosen. We first describe how to construct the hall segment if the portal faces out 

of the parent region:

Since the generator follows the portal placing convention we describe in section 

3.7.1, if a portal is facing out of the parent region, the generator will know that 

the hallway on the other side of the portal will run along this edge of the parent 

region. Therefore, to avoid breaking rule 8, hallway segments built from this portal 

should run perpendicular to this edge. The width of the hall segment is specified as a 

constant in our implementation, and the length depends on the other portals in the 

parent region.

If the chosen portal has another Hallway  portal directly across from it, the length 

of the hall segment will span across the parent region to connect the two portals. 

The probability of portals to be arranged like this is fairly high because portals are 

often placed in this arrangement by the generator. (See section 3.7.1 for details.) 

Connecting the two portals in this fashion promotes well connected hallway networks 

and discourages unconnected, touching hallways from forming.

If no Hallway  portal is found directly across from the chosen portal, the length of 

the hall segment is calculated pseudorandomly so th a t it will be one room’s thickness 

away from the edges of the parent region.

The hall segment is constructed differently if the chosen portal faces into the 

parent region. According to our portal placing convention this means th a t a hallway 

will run perpendicular to this edge. In this case, the generator will construct the hall 

segment to run along the parents edge.

We experimented w ith a number of ways to calculate the length of the hall seg

ment, and generated the most consistently good looking results when the segment
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spanned across all of the portals th a t share the edge of the parent tem porary re

gion that the segment is running along. Thus, our generator calculates the length 

pseudorandomly so th a t it will at least span across all of these portals.

Once the Hall Segm ent  region is created we do a final check to see if there is 

sufficient space to create rooms along all of its edges. If an edge of the Hall Segm ent  

is too close to the edge of its parent region, the generator will expand the region till 

the offending edge is touching the corresponding edge of the parent region.

This is a rare occurrence with our buildings, but if the generator does not handle 

it, very small and awkward rooms could be produced. It could even be possible to 

generate rooms th a t the user cannot fit into. We feel th a t generating slightly wider 

halls is much more desirable over generating rooms this small.

3 .7 .3  H all L oops

We occasionally produced good buildings using only hall segments to create the hall

ways. However, we also produced quite a few random and irregular looking buildings. 

We introduced hall loops in our buildings to solve this problem, because looping 

hallways are very common in real life building interiors.

Hall Loop regions are created in Hall Divide  regions with a minimum dimension 

greater than 5 average rooms thick. As the name implies, Hall Loop regions create 

rectangular loops of hallways. The actual loop is not created when this type of 

region is created. Hall Loop regions give the bounding box of where the loop will get 

generated. Later, when generation is triggered in a Hall Loop region, the loop will 

get created. Figure 3.10 shows an example of the steps taken to  create a hall loop.

The creation of the loop depends on its dimensions. In most cases, a middle region 

will be placed within a loop of hallways, but if the minimum dimension of this space is 

smaller than the minimum room width, a middle region will not get created. Instead, 

a Hall Segm ent  region will be created with the same dimensions of the Hall Loop  

Region. This creates large open spaces th a t can be used as public gathering areas.

If there is enough space to create the middle region, five regions will be created: 

the middle region, and four Hall Segm ent  regions to form the surrounding hall loop.
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Figure 3.10: Example of the steps taken to create a hall loop. The Hall Divide region 
creates a Hall Loop region. Later, if generation is triggered in the Hall Loop region, 
The hall loop will be formed out of four hall segments.

The type of middle region also depends on its dimensions. If its minimum dimension 

is less than 3 rooms thick it will be a Room Cluster Divide region and a Hall Divide 

region otherwise.

Figure 3.11 shows a section of hallway containing two hall loops. The large inner

most hallway was formed by a Hall Loop region th a t did not have enough space in 

the middle to fit rooms.

When a Hall Loop region is created, its placement and dimensions depend on the 

edges and the portals th a t exist in the region it is placed in. The position of an edge 

of the Hall Loop depends on the corresponding edge of the region it is placed in. If the 

corresponding edge is part of the building edge, the generator places the Hall Loop 

edge a distance of at least one average room away from it. If the corresponding edge 

is not, the Hall Loop edge is placed a distance of at least two average rooms away.

Once all of the edges are positioned, the generator checks the Hallway portals of 

the region it is placed in. If any of these portals are not directly across from an edge 

of Hall Loop, the generator extends the region so this will be the case. Figure 3.12 

provides an example of this. The solid bordered middle region represents the Hall
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Figure 3.11: A section of a building containing two hall loops.

Loop region, and the thick black lines on the perim eter represent the Hallway portals. 

The dashed line and arrows represent where the Hall Loop region will be extended 

to.

3.8 R oom  C luster D ivision

Room cluster division occurs in Room Cluster Divide tem porary regions. Room clus

ter division divides the region into two parts, and this will create two new Room  

Cluster Divide tem porary regions. Room cluster division does not place any portals 

between the newly created rooms, because currently we are considering all the rooms 

of our interiors to be private. (See rule 7 of section 3.2 for details.) The goal of room 

cluster division is to create an individual room for every Room Door portal attached 

to the cluster. In most cases each room will only have one door, but occasionally 

rooms may end up with multiple doors, since it is not always possible to place a 

divider between portals. Rooms are never created without doors.

The location of the divider largely depends on the location of the portals. The 

divider is always placed between two portals, taking care not to make it intersect 

with other portals in the region, and to avoid creating overly skinny regions. Division
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Figure 3.12: An example extending the hall loop so th a t every hall portal can be 
directly across from on of its edges

occurs parallel to either the xy-plane or the yz-plane. If it possible to place a divider 

parallel to either plane, the generator chooses the direction th a t is perpendicular to 

the longest side of the region. This allows for more variety in room sizes in a room 

cluster and discourages the creation of long skinny rooms.

Pseudo-code to divide a room cluster is provided below:

Given:
DIV_INTERVAL_X = The interval between the two most extreme 

portals along the x-axis 
DIV_INTERVAL_Z = The interval between the two most extreme 

portals along the z-axis 
MAX_CORNER = The maximum corner defining the region’s bounding box 
MIN_CORNER = The minimum corner defining the region’s bounding box 
EXTENT = MAX_CORNER - MIN_CORNER
MIN_R00M_DIM = The minimum dimension allowed for a room

DIV_ALONG_Z = True if division should occur along the z axis 
False if division should occur along the x axis
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if (it is possible to divide along the both axes without creating 
a room with a minimum dimension less than MIN_R00M_DIM){ 
if(EXTENT.X = EXTENT.Z){

DIV_ALONG_Z = a random value of either true or false
}
else if(EXTENT.X > EXTENT.Z){

DIV_ALONG_Z = true
}
else-C

DIV_ALONG_Z = false
>

>

if (it is possible to divide along the z axis without creating 
a room with a minimum dimension less than MIN_R00M_DIM){ 
DIV_ALONG_Z = true

>

else if (it is possible to divide along the x axis without creating 
a room with a minimum dimension less than MIN_R00M_DIM){ 

DIV_ALONG_Z = false
>

else{
Create a built region with the same dimensions as this region

Replace this region with the new built region in the 
generation tree

Return
>

DIVIDER = A divider along the appropriate axis based on
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DIV_ALONG_Z. Initialize this divider to the middle of 
the region.

if (DIVIDER is outside of DIV_INTERVAL_X or DIV_INTERVAL_Z)){
Move DIVIDER to the nearest location inside the interval

}

if(DIVIDER intersects a portal){
Move DIVIDER to the closest location that doesn’t intersect a 
portal

>

Divide the region based on DIVIDER

GEN_N0DE = an internal generation tree node based on this region.

Make the two new regions created by the division children of 
GEN_N0DE

Replace this region in the generation tree with GEN_N0DE

Figure 3.13 shows an example series of room cluster division steps to  completely 

generate a room cluster. Every region shown is a Room Cluster Divide tem porary 

region.

3.9 B uilt R egion  C reation

All of the visible geometry of a building interior is created in this step. Built regions 

are created from tem porary regions with the same dimensions. Generating the geom

etry is based on the axis aligned bounding box provided by the tem porary region, and
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Figure 3.13: An example series of room cluster division steps. Step 1 shows the 
initial region, and step 2 divides this region into two parts between two of its portals. 
Since this can happen in both directions, the one perpendicular to the longest edge 
is chosen. Steps 3 through 5 go through a similar process. Generation stops at step 
6 since there are no regions with more than  one portal.

the portals th a t are attached to it. The polygons making up the walls are placed a 

constant thickness away from the actual boundaries of the bounding box. This gives 

volume to the walls of the building.

Frames are also created around every portal attached to the region. The polygons 

of the frames extend from the portals to meet up with the wall polygons. The 

geometry for door frames is typically identical for each door, so a future optimization 

would be to instance a master copy of a door frame for each occurrence of a door. 

This would greatly reduce the required memory and generation time of the building 

since buildings normally use the same style of door frame for every door it contains.

To add more variety in the rooms of our buildings we pseudorandomly create 

colors for the walls and the floors. We do not attem pt to m atch the colors and make 

them look good together. When the room is rendered, these colors will be blended 

with the textures chosen for the room.

After a built region is created, it is populated with objects like furniture and other 

objects needed by the application. Object placement is described in the next section.
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3.10 O bject P lacem ent

Adding objects to the building will make the generated buildings much more detailed 

and interesting. This is the point where objects like furniture, pillars, banisters, and 

other needed objects will be placed.

The object placement in our implementation so far is trivial. We simply place 

objects in random locations with no regard for whether they are overlapping or not. 

The main purpose for this is to test persistence management with generated objects. 

(See section 5.3.3 for details.)

We are leaving realistic object placement for future work, but we have found a 

promising direction to take when doing so:

Offices, bedrooms, kitchens, and other types of rooms all require different types 

of objects, so to place the proper objects in each room we need to know what type 

of room it is. However, right now in our implementation each room is essentially the 

same. It will be necessary in the future to assign types to each room in a semi-realistic 

fashion.

Once we have a technique to assign types to each room, we will need a way to 

quickly arrange objects in rooms in a believable way. For this purpose, we have found 

a masters thesis by Kari Kjolass [16]. This thesis deals with placing furniture in a 

valid and functional arrangement, and it seems like it would be fast enough for our 

needs.

One last thing to note about object placement in our buildings is tha t objects 

must be placed completely within the boundaries of the region tha t generates it. 

This means, for instance, th a t regions cannot place objects th a t straddle doorway 

portals. If it is necessary to place objects th a t straddle a single portal, it would be 

best for the portal itself to generate the object. Since the portal will belong to  both 

of the regions involved, we can guarantee th a t the object will get generated at the 

proper time no m atter what region is visited first. This type of object placement 

would be very useful for placing door objects.
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3.11 R andom  N um ber G eneration

Variation is achieved by the generator by using a pseudorandom number generator. 

These will always give the same sequence of numbers for a given seed. Each region 

in our building always uses the same seed, so they always obtain the same sequence 

of numbers. As long as the steps to generate the contents of a region happen in the 

same order, the result will always be identical.

To calculate the seed for a region, the midpoint and a global building seed are 

used. The three coordinates of the midpoint are brought to the nearest integer and 

then all four numbers are mixed together into a single integer. Our implementation 

uses the bitwise exclusive-or operation to mix the numbers.

Using all three components of the midpoint to calculate the seed causes every floor 

of the building to be generated differently. This provides more variety in our buildings 

and makes them more interesting to explore. It is common in real buildings, however, 

to have nearly identical layouts for every floor. Our generator can be modified to 

do this by simply changing the seed calculations. To generate the identical floor 

layouts, change the seed calculations in tem porary regions to combine only the x and 

z components of the midpoint. The seed calculations for built regions should remain 

the same so th a t identical room contents will not be generated on every floor.

Our method to calculate seeds is very similar to the one found in [10]. They 

however, use Thomas W ang’s 32 bit mixing function [31] to help mix the numbers. 

We have experimented with using this function in our implementation, but found no 

noticeable difference in our generation results.

A region’s midpoint is used to calculate its seed. Midpoints are ideal for seed 

calculations because they are unique to each region, consistent for each region, and 

easy to calculate. An im portant implementation note regarding midpoints is that 

floating point errors may cause a region’s midpoint to be slightly different each time 

it is generated. Our implementation rounds the components of each midpoint to the 

nearest integer to avoid midpoint inconsistencies.

Since the seed for each region is calculated using consistent d a ta  from each region, 

entire static building interiors can be generated and regenerated consistently without
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storing anything but the starting parameters.

One of the first things our implementation does when generation occurs in a 

region is seed the random  number generator. This ensures th a t a consistent sequence 

is provided if any random  numbers are needed. The usage of the sequence depends 

on the algorithms used. The following list summarizes the algorithms currently using 

pseudorandom numbers in our generator:

• Texture Selection: Predetermined lists exist for the ceilings, walls, and floors 

of the room sand hallways in our interiors. The generator pseudorandomly 

chooses from these lists to select the textures to  be used in the interior when a 

Building type tem porary region generates.

• Elevator Shaft Placem ent: W hen a Building type region generates, an ele

vator shaft will get created. The placement of the shaft is calculated pseudo

randomly so th a t its distance from every edge of the building region is greater 

than one average room thick.

• Creating Hall Segments: Hall segments may get created when Hall Divide 

regions generate. Hall segment creation is almost always based on an existing 

portal into the parent region. This portal is selected pseudorandomly from a 

list of possible portals. Later, if an end of the a hall segment is not fixed to an 

edge of the parent region it will be pseudorandomly placed a distance between 

one and three average rooms thick from its corresponding edge of the parent 

region.

• Portal Placem ent: Our current portal placement algorithm maintains an 

interval list to keep track of where portals can be placed. The algorithm takes 

constant distance steps through each interval, and at places portals according 

to a specified pseudorandom probability at each step.

• Room  Cluster Division: Room cluster division occurs between two portals. 

If division can occur along both the x and z axes, and the length and w idth of the 

room cluster is equal, the axis to divide along will be chosen pseudorandomly.
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•  Wall and Floor coloring: W hen built region rooms are created, the generator 

randomly colors the walls and floors. This is done by generating pseudorandom 

numbers between a specified range for the RGB components of each color.

• Object Placem ent: After a built region is created objects may be placed in 

it. To do so, the generator first randomly generates the number of objects to 

place. It then places the objects pseudorandomly within the walls of the region 

with no regard to whether objects are overlapping or not.

3.12 G raphical Sum m ary

This section gives a summary of how all the region types relate to  each other. Al

though the actual regions of the generator are three dimensional, two dimensional 

regions are shown below to simplify the presentation. The Floor divide and Elevator 

Shaft figures are shown using a side view, and the rest are displayed using a top-down 

view. All of the region types are tem porary regions except the Built Regions (BR).

Table 3.1: Legend of Region Types
Symbol Region Type
B: Building
F: Floor Divide
H: Hall Divide
R: Room Cluster Divide
L: Hall Loop
S: Hall Segment
E: Elevator Shaft
BR: Built Region

Note: Commas are used to indicate alternative region types.
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Figure 3.14: A Building region generates a Floor Divide region and an Elevator Shaft 
region.

OR F H

Figure 3.15: A Floor Divide region splits into smaller Floor Divide regions or becomes 
a Hall Divide region

H, R H, R

H — >► H, R S H, R OR
H,
R L H,

R

H, R H, R

Figure 3.16: A Hall Divide region splits around either a Hall Segment or a Hall Loop 
region. Note tha t the surrounding regions may or may not get created depending on 
the positioning of the Hall Segment or Hall Loop.
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Figure 3.17: A Hall Loop region divides into a middle region surrounded by Hall 
Segment regions.

OR BR

Figure 3.18: A Room Cluster Divide region either splits into two smaller Room Cluster 
Divide regions or becomes a built region.

BR

Figure 3.19: A Hall Segment region becomes a built region.
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BR

Figure 3.20: An Elevator Shaft region becomes a built region.

The next figures show the portal types and the types of regions th a t they are 

placed between. Entrance and Window portals are not included here, because they 

are not placed by our generator.

E |— F

Figure 3.21: Elevator portals are placed between Elevator Shaft and Floor Divide 
regions.
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Figure 3.22: Hallway portals are normally placed between hall and Hall Divide re
gions, or two Hall Divide Regions. There is also a situation where Hallway portals 
are placed between hall and Room Cluster regions. This occurs when an existing 
Hallway portal is found directly across a hall region over a Room Cluster region
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Figure 3.23: Room Door portals are placed between hall and Room Cluster regions, 
hall and Hall Divide regions, or two Hall Divide regions.
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Figures 3.24 and 3.25 provide an generation example showing all of the region 

types. These examples were made using screen shots from our implementation. Ex

cluding the last step, generation will always occur in the region containing the red 

dot. The steps are described below:

1: The initial region is a Hall Divide region.

2: The Hall Divide region splits into two new Hall Divide regions, two Room Clus

ter Divide regions, and one Hall Loop region.

3: The Hall Loop region divides into four Hall Segment regions, and one Hall

Divide region.

4: The Hall Divide region divides into three new Hall Divide regions, one Room

Cluster Divide region, and one Hall Loop region.

5: The Hall Divide region divides into two Room Cluster Divide regions, and one

Hall segment region.

6: The Room Cluster Divide region divides into two new Room Cluster Divide

regions.

7: The Room Cluster Divide region divides into two new Room Cluster Divide

regions.

8: The Room Cluster Divide region divides into two new Room Cluster Divide

regions.

9: The Room Cluster Divide region divides into two new Room Cluster Divide

regions.

10: The Room Cluster Divide region turns into a Built region.

11: The building portion generated completely. All regions shown here are Built

regions. All regions except the hallways and and the region tha t contains the 

point shown in wire-frame.
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Figure 3.24: A generation example from our implementation
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Figure 3.25: The generation example continued
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Chapter 4 

M emory M anagem ent

This chapter covers how we manage the memory of our generator. In order to achieve 

the memory savings our generator provides, the memory from unneeded regions must 

be released at some point. Our system frees unneeded regions from memory by 

reversing the generation process in unneeded portions of the building. This allows 

our generator to generate, reverse, and regenerate areas of the building indefinitely.

This chapter is divided into sections. Section 4.1 covers the generation tree, which 

is the main data  structure we use to reverse generation. Section 4.3 explains how we 

reverse generation using the generation tree. Finally, section 4.2 covers how we cache 

built regions created by our generator

4.1 The G eneration Tree

To manage the memory of our system, regions of the building need to be deleted. 

Since these regions may be needed again in the future, care must be taken to ensure 

tha t they can be regenerated consistently. Regenerating a region that is identical 

to its original requires using a region th a t is identical to its parent. Obtaining such 

regions can be achieved by reversing the generation process. However, reversing 

this process without storing any details of what has previously taken place during 

generation is not a trivial task. We expect th a t this would be of equal or greater 

difficulty to generating the building in the first place. Fortunately, the problem is

56
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Figure 4.1: A small generation tree.

straight forward if a generation history is maintained.

Our system uses a generation tree to maintain this history. A tree da ta  structure 

is ideal to maintain this history because our recursive top-down generation approach 

is tree-like in nature. We can also capitalize on the tree structure for needs other than 

reversing generation. The generation tree allows us to make efficient point location 

calculations, this ability greatly increases the usefulness of our generation approach 

in realtime applications. Point location in our system is described in detail in section 

A.2.)

Each internal node of the tree represents a past generation step. These nodes 

contain an axis aligned bounding box, a region type, and connections to its parent 

and one or more children. Figure 4 shows an example of a small generation tree.

Every leaf of the tree is also a region of the building. This allows quick access into 

the needed parts of the tree when regions are deleted and efficient point location.
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The tree grows after each generation step. W hen a tem porary region is split, an 

internal node is created th a t is given tha t region’s bounding box and region type. 

Then the newly generated regions are set to be the children of the new internal node.

4.2 Caching

Whenever a built region is created, a pointer to it is stored in a least recently used 

cache. When the cache goes over a predetermined size we delete regions by starting 

with the least recently used. Note th a t the set cache size is not a rigid limit to  how 

many regions are kept in the cache. Visible regions will always be kept in the cache, 

and it is possible to have a greater number of visible regions than  the cache size. Here 

we are assuming th a t the system will have at least enough available memory to  hold 

the visible regions of the building.

Updating the cache is quick and simple. The cache is implemented with a doubly 

linked list to provide constant time updates, and each built region of our buildings 

stores its location in the list to allow constant time access to its nodes. When a built 

region is used, it moves its node to the back of the list. This keeps the elements of 

the list in the order from least to most recently used. In addition to the constant 

time updates, the doubly linked list also allows nodes to be moved without changing 

the memory locations of the rest of the nodes. This is im portant because it ensures 

th a t when a node is moved all of the pointers to the other nodes in the list will not 

be invalidated.

A doubly linked list was also used to  implement a least recently used cache in [10]. 

To provide access into the list they use a balanced tree. This allows list nodes to be 

accessed in 0(log n) time. In our implementation however, each built region stores 

its location in the list. This allows access in 0(1)  time.

The least recently used cache was not the first caching m ethod we used. Initially, 

we experimented with a graph-distance based cache. The graph distance between two 

regions is defined as the shortest number of portals required to pass through to  travel 

between the two rooms. W ith this caching method, we kept in memory the union 

of the built regions tha t were visible and the built regions tha t were greater than  or
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equal to a specified graph distance from the cam era’s region.

W hen we tested our system using this cache we achieved the best memory con

sumption and performance when the cache distance was zero. Memory consumption 

increase and performance decreased as the distance was increased. This showed us 

th a t this caching m ethod was not only ineffective, it was actually hurting our re

sults. This lead us to adopt the least recently used approach th a t was presented at 

the beginning of this section. This new approach turned out to be much simpler to 

implement and gave better results.

4.3 D eletin g  R egions

Our cache keeps track of all the built regions in a building, and we control the memory 

in our system by deleting built regions. After a built region is deleted, we then move 

up the generation tree and remove the tem porary regions and internal nodes th a t are 

possible to remove. The exact steps to delete a built region can be found below:

1. All of the changes for the built region are saved into the persistence manager. 

(See chapter 5 for details.)

2 . A temporary region identical to the one th a t generated the built region is cre

ated.

3. The new tem porary region then takes the place of the built region in the gen

eration tree.

4. If the siblings of the new tem porary region are all tem porary regions as well, 

they will all be merged into a single tem porary region and replace their parent. 

This step will then repeat for the newly merged tem porary region.

Merging temporary regions is essentially reversing the generation step. This makes 

merging simple because most of the information needed is provided by the generation 

tree. The parent of the merging regions will already contain the axis aligned bounding 

box and the temporary region type needed to create the merged tem porary region.
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The remainder of the work, is processing the portals of the regions. This is done 

by examining all of the portals of the merging tem porary regions. Any portal tha t 

connects two of the merging regions is deleted, and the rest are kept and connected 

to the merged region.
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Chapter 5 

Persistent Change M anagement

The generation process presented so far will provide a consistent environment unless
9

the building or its contents are changed after generation. Since the changes are not 

the result of the generation process, they would disappear if the altered parts of the 

building are regenerated. In order to have consistency in a dynamic environment, the 

changes made to the building must be stored. Our system can handle changes made 

to built regions and portals.

All changes made to a region will be stored in a single record th a t is accessed 

through a hash map. A hash map was chosen to store the needed changes to the 

building to provide quick look up, insertion, and deletion. These operations must 

be as fast as possible in order to achieve realtime speeds during generation. Records 

will be described in detail in section 5.1. Changes made to portals are placed in a 

separate hash map from regions. See section 5.3.4 for details.

The midpoints of the regions are used as the keys into the hash map. The midpoint 

of the region makes an effective key because it can be quickly calculated, and it is 

easy to keep unique. Errors may occur if non-unique keys were produced, since a 

region may obtain a record meant for a completely different region when generating. 

Using the midpoint as the key, there are two cases where keys may not be unique and 

both can be easily avoided by the generator:

• W hen regions are overlapping or contained in each other. This case 

will not happen if generation rules 1 and 2 are followed. (See section 3.2)

61
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• W hen two or more m idpoints are so close together that precision  

errors occur. For this to  occur, the regions would be so small th a t they would 

be effectively unusable. Our generator does not produce regions this small.

Changes made to regions are not immediately stored in the hash map. They 

will be stored later, when the region th a t contains them  is deleted. This approach 

resembles write back caching in com puter architecture[32], It can greatly decrease the 

number of updates needed to the hash map, since the only the state of the changes 

when the region is deleted will be stored. This is especially im portant if there will be 

moving objects in the application since these objects change their state every frame 

that they’re in motion.

To apply the changes during generation to a region, the region is first generated 

normally. Then the key for the region is generated, and used to search the hash map. 

If the record is found, the changes will be applied to the region.

5.1 R ecords

Three different types of changes are possible in a region. We chose to  store all of these 

changes in a single record. To handle all three changes, region records contain two 

collections. The first collection holds either non-generated objects or color changes. 

The second holds the indices of objects th a t should not be generated in th a t region.

Portal records are different records than  region records. These records hold the 

changeable portions of a po rta l’s data. Portals in our implementation can either be 

completely open or completely closed, and this is all th a t can change. To handle this, 

our portal records store a boolean variable to indicate the position it is in.

5.2 R em oval T im e

Records are given a removal time when they are inserted or updated in the hash 

map. This is done to support tem porary changes, and to reduce the number of 

records stored. To implement this, whenever a record is inserted into the hash map,
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the time th a t the record will be removed is calculated. Then an element containing 

the key and the removal time is inserted into a heap. The top element of the heap 

will always contain the key of the first record tha t needs to be removed. If the top 

element does not need to be removed, nothing needs to be removed.

When records are updated the corresponding element in the heap must be given 

the new removal time. To update the removal time of the record, a linear search is 

executed through the heap in order to  find the element. The element is then given 

the new removal time and the heap is updated.

5.3 T ypes o f C hange

Our system allows four different types of changes: The appearance of faces, non

generated objects, generated objects, and portals can be all changed. The details of 

these changes can be found below.

5.3.1 Face A p p earan ce C hanges

The ability to change the color and texturing of the faces in the region is useful for 

developers wishing to fine tune the building’s appearance. Our implementation has 

the ability to change the color of the faces for all of the faces in the room. W ith 

this implementation each face of the region is given a color which is blended with its 

texture.

When a color change is applied to a region, the color is assigned to all of the faces 

in it, and it is also stored separately in the region. Storing the color is done to avoid 

calculating this color when it is time to save, and its presence also indicates if a color 

change needs to be saved at all. Later, if a color is stored in the region when it is 

time to save, it will be saved in the region’s record.

5.3 .2  N o n -G en era ted  O bject C hanges

Any object tha t will not be placed by the generator is considered a non-generated 

object. These objects can be placed by designers before the program is used, or placed
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during runtime, either by a user or another part of the program.

Placing or altering this type of object is fairly simple. Placement only requires 

putting an object in the destination region’s object list, and altering any non-generated 

object only requires changing th a t object’s state.

Later, when the region saves its changes, all non-generated objects will be saved to 

the region’s record. To regenerate the region, these objects simply need to be copied 

back to the region from its record.

When a region saves its changes our system currently rewrites its record. This 

simplifies the removal of non-generated objects because the system does need to 

update any records each time an object is removed.

5.3 .3  G en erated  O b ject C hanges

Any object placed by the generator is considered to be a generated object. These ob

jects can be regenerated consistently without saving changes if they are left unchanged 

from how the generator made them.

Generated objects are kept in a separate location from the non-generated objects. 

When a generated object is initially changed, it is moved to  the location of the non- 

generated objects, and a placeholder object is put in its place. After this, the changed 

generated object will be treated exactly the same as any other non-generated objects.

When the region saves its changes, it will loop through its generated objects. 

Whenever a placeholder object is encountered the index of tha t object will be placed 

at the end of a list in the region’s record. This new list will be referred to  as the don’t- 

generate list. It contains the index of every object tha t should not be regenerated in 

the future. This is needed to avoid creating duplicate objects.

It is im portant to note th a t the don’t-generate list relies on the fact tha t the 

generated objects always appear in the same order. If this were not true, the indices 

in the don’t-generate list would become invalid.

Changes are restored using the same loop th a t generates the object. This ensures 

tha t all of the objects are processed in the same order. If the index of an object is in 

the don’t-generate list the object will not be created. A placeholder object will be put
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in its place to preserve the indices of the remaining objects, and the pseudorandom 

number generator will be advanced to the state needed to generate the next object 

correctly. In our implementation this requires generating the same amount of random 

numbers th a t are needed to create the actual object.

5.3 .4  P orta l C hanges

Portal changes such as opening and closing doors can also be handled. However, 

providing persistent changes for portals is different from the previous persistence 

solutions because portals always belong to two regions, whereas the changes in the 

previous solutions were always confined to a single region. Also, the lifespan of portals 

can be different from the lifespan of the regions they are attached to. This is because 

portals often change regions during the generation process when regions are split or 

joined together. For these reasons, storing portal changes in region records is not the 

best direction to take.

To verify this, we experimented with solutions tha t stored portal changes in region 

records. W hen the time came to save the changes of a region, we stored the state of 

any portal tha t wasn’t  at its initial state  in the regions record. This however, led to 

some problems.

First, the changes for portals were saved and applied at unnecessary times. Mainly, 

the only time it is necessary to save changes for a portal is when the portal is deleted, 

and the only time it is necessary to apply portal changes is when th a t portal is 

created. Since regions get created and destroyed a lot more than  most portals, a lot 

of unnecessary time and memory was used for portal changes.

A second problem was th a t information for a single portal would be found in 

multiple region records, and the portal itself. Not only is this inefficient in memory, 

it led to consistency problems. There were situations where the state of the portal in 

one region’s record would become different from the record in its neighboring region.

Because of these problems we took a different approach. Instead of storing portal 

changes in region records, we made a separate hash map and records made specifically 

for portal changes. This not only eliminated the problems of the other solutions, it
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turned out to be simpler and more flexible than  them  as well.

Handling persistence for portals is virtually the same as for regions. Just like 

regions, the midpoint of the portal is used as the key in the hash map. Changes 

are only stored when a portal is deleted, and only applied when portals are created. 

Removal of records at an appropriate time is even handled the same. The only real 

difference is th a t a different type of record is stored in the hash map. Because of 

this, very little extra code is needed to  handle persistence for regions and portals 

separately.

5.4 O bjects O ccupying m ultip le regions

A problem arises when objects can occupy multiple regions. All of the regions th a t 

an object occupies must know of the object so tha t it will always get rendered when 

it should be, and care must be taken so th a t the object will get placed and rendered 

properly no m atter what order the occupied regions are deleted or generated.

We handled this problem with the following method: when the changes for a 

region are saved, store a pointer to the object in the region’s record and then to 

increment a counter on the object th a t counts how many records refer to it. W hen 

records are deleted later this counter will be decremented, and if the counter reaches 

zero, the object can be deleted.

When an object moves, the system must make sure th a t all of the space th a t 

the object occupies is generated. This will avoid collision detection errors, and cases 

where objects get moved out of the spaces of deleted regions tha t hold records for 

them.

5.5 D iscussion

This chapter presented persistent change management for our generated buildings. 

This allows the system to delete regions without destroying the changes tha t users 

have made. It also allows developers to make changes to built regions, like texture 

changes and object placements.
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It is im portant to note th a t the manager presented here can only handle changes 

made to built regions, and portals. This should be powerful enough to handle all of 

the possible changes th a t users can make because built regions and portals are all 

users can interact with.

Developers on the other hand, may want to alter tem porary regions as well. This 

would give developers extensive control over the generated results, as it would allow 

them  for example, to move walls, place or remove portals, and even change the seeds 

of temporary regions.

The persistence manager would have to be extended for such changes, because 

temporary regions of different generations may overlap each other. W ith our current 

manager overlapping regions may cause hash key conflicts so they must be avoided. 

These conflicts can be avoided by using more information in the key. For instance, 

conflicts can be avoided if the two corners th a t define the region’s bounding box and 

the region’s type are used in the key. Such an extension to our persistence manager 

is left for future work.
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R esults

Our system was implemented in C + +  using OpenGL and GLUT [15]. Our testing 

machine had a 3 Ghz Intel Pentium 4 CPU, 1 GB of RAM, and an ATI Radeon 9800 

pro graphics card with 128 MB of RAM. The operating system was Windows XP. 

Testing was conducted using an 800x600 OpenGL window in 32 bit color.

We tested the system as a whole by autom ating walks through the building. Ren

dering and collision detection were enabled during the test, and all doors were set to 

be open. Each walk visited all regions of its building in a depth first search order. To 

create the graphs shown below, we tested five different seeds for each building size 

and then averaged the results.

To test the persistence system, the tests changed the color of every room th a t was 

visited, and each change was given the maximum possible lifetime to ensure th a t the 

changes will last the duration of the test. Since every region of a building will be 

visited by the end of the test, a record will exist for every region in the building by 

the end. This provides a worst case scenario to observe.

We tested two extreme cases in our system. In the first case, the system deleted 

the maximum number of regions possible at any given time. This restricted the cache 

to exclusively contain visible regions, and provided a worst case scenario in terms of 

speed because each newly visible region must be generated. The cache however, will 

always be at its minimum size, which is the best case in terms of memory.

In the second case of our tests we did not delete any regions from the cache. This
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was meant to  provide a best case scenario in terms of speed because the regions of 

the buildings would never need to be generated more than once. This also provided 

a worst case scenario in terms of memory because the entire buildings were stored in 

memory at the end of each test.

Figures 6.1, 6.3, and 6.4 compare the results of the two test cases. The remainder 

of the graphs use data from the first test case exclusively.

To indicate the size of a generated building, we use the to ta l number of regions 

in a building if it were generated completely. Regions in our buildings will either be 

individual rooms or straight sections of hallway. The building shown in figure 1 had 

14537 regions and 100 floors.

The performance of our system is high even though we are generating the building 

during realtime. Figure 6.1 shows the average frame rates achieved during the test. 

For all of the buildings we tested, the average frame rate exceeded 300 frames per 

second. These frame rates show tha t it is possible to add more complex environments 

and and other calculations and still achieve a decent frame rate.

Our system achieved these frame rates even with larger buildings made up of 

roughly 1.3 million polygons. Figure 6.2 shows the average polygon counts of the 

completely generated buildings th a t we tested. The polygon counts of this figure 

exclude the polygons of the building’s randomly placed objects.

Between the two test cases, the second case achieved slightly higher frame rates 

for smaller buildings, but the frame rates dropped much quicker than the first as the 

buildings got larger. For larger buildings, the first case had much higher frame rates. 

This was especially true for the the largest buildings where the frame rate approached 

almost double th a t of the second case. This result was unexpected. We predicted 

th a t the second case would have better frame rates since it never needs to regenerate 

parts of the building. We do not know the cause of this performance drop, but believe 

th a t it could have been caused by swapping due to the large increase of memory use 

in case two.

Similar to the  frame rates of our system, the generation times of our generator are 

low enough to  allow further processing each frame and still allow a decent consistent 

frame rate. Figure 6.3 shows the average times our generator took to generate around
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points. For all of the buildings we tested the average times it took to generate around 

points were below 4.5 milliseconds. Between the two test cases, the generation times 

were significantly higher in the first case for most of the buildings.

Figure 6.1: Frames per second vs the number of regions in a complete building
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The second case of our tests used more memory than  needed for the entire build

ings, because the generation tree can add significant overhead if every region is kept 

in the cache. The second case however, deleted as many regions as possible and 

achieved huge memory savings as a result. Figure 6.4 gives a comparison of the mem

ory required to hold the entire building with the maximum memory we needed for 

both  test cases. The savings in the first case are modest for smaller buildings, but 

quickly increase as buildings get larger. In buildings with an average of 155 regions, 

the average maximum amount of memory we required was just over 16 percent of 

the required memory of the entire building. The largest buildings we tested had an 

average of 8851 regions and required an average of just under 42 MB to store entirely.
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Figure 6.2: The polygon count of a complete building vs the number of regions in a 
complete building
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Using lazy generation, we only needed on average 2 MB to explore the buildings en

tirely. This is just under 5 percent of the memory for the to tal building. Although a 

single 42 MB building would not be expensive to keep entirely in memory, a city full 

of these buildings would be expensive to store even on perm anent storage like a hard 

disk or DVD.

We require even less memory to store the buildings off-line. To completely regen

erate our buildings, we require the starting parameters and the persistence data. If 

a lot of changes were made, the persistence data will make up the majority of space 

needed to store and regenerate the buildings. For all of our tests, the persistent da ta  

fluctuated between 3.5 and 4 percent of the memory needed for the entire building. 

This allows huge memory savings when permanently storing the building. Figure 

6.5 shows the maximum memory used by the persistence records as a percent of the 

memory needed for the entire building.
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Figure 6.3: The average time taken to generate around a point vs the number of 
regions in a complete building
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Figure 6.4: A comparison of the to tal memory needed for an entire building to the 
maximum memory used by our generator.
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Figure 6.5: The maximum memory used for persistence as a percent of the memory 
needed for a to tal building vs the number of regions in a complete building
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions and Future Work

An approach to generate building interiors in realtime has been presented. W ith 

this approach, we can significantly increase the amount of content in a virtual world, 

without greatly increasing creation time, required memory, and loading times. Also, 

despite the fact tha t the building is generated on the fly, our system achieves realtime 

frame rates even when large buildings are generated.

Our system generates building interiors in a lazy fashion tha t generates regions 

of the building only as needed. Coupled with our memory manager, our system can 

provide huge memory savings in comparison to a completely generated, uncompressed 

building.

Our generated interiors are interactive, allowing dynamic changes to be made by 

its users. Even though significant portions of the building can deleted during runtime, 

these changes are kept consistent through the use of our persistent change manager. 

The manager also makes pre-release developer changes possible. This allows building 

interiors to be rapidly created w ithout sacrificing to tal control over the results. We 

are not aware of any other realtime generated environments th a t provide persistent 

change management.

The persistence manager can also be used to overcome a major of the lim itation 

of our generator. In order for our system to be useable in most real applications 

the generated buildings will require realistic object placement. This will make the 

buildings much more believable and interesting. Although our system does not have
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the capability of autom atically placing objects realistically, it still provides the means 

to  do so externally. Through the use of our persistence system, objects can be placed 

in the building either manually or through the use of a separate object placement 

application. We know of two existing approaches to do so: One approach is presented 

in the m aster’s thesis of Kari Kjolass[16], and the other was developed by Larive 

et al. [17].

We are attem pting a difficult feat with this generator. Great time and care is put 

into designing real buildings, but we are generating our buildings in realtime. For 

our system to achieve more than  30 frames per second, the system has less than 33 

milliseconds for all of its calculations per frame, and only part of this time can be 

used to generate the visible portions of the building. This is such a short amount of 

time that the generator is essentially trying to generate something with an intelligent 

design without taking any time to design it.

W ith this in mind, we are not attem pting to make the generator compete with the 

designs of real buildings. Our generator is largely intended for use in video games. For 

these applications, the generator does not have to produce perfectly realistic results. 

It simply has to provide believable and interesting interiors to explore.

We believe tha t our generator does generate believable enough interiors, but ma

jor improvements are still needed before the generator will be ready for commercial 

applications like video games. Luckily, the frame rates and generation times are quite 

good, and thus make it possible to add major improvements and still achieve de

cent, steady frame rates. Specific improvements and other areas of future work are 

discussed in the next section.

7.0.1 Future W ork

There are many opportunities to expand this work further. Much of the work in future 

will involve generating more complex and interesting buildings, as well as creating 

different types of buildings. Work should also be done to take the generator beyond 

creating room structure. Meaningful rooms should be created with realistic contents. 

For this purpose a quick method will be needed to assign different room types to
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regions in a meaningful manner, and to  place furniture in these rooms in a valid 

arrangement.

The addition of realistic lighting will also greatly enhance the appearance of the 

generated buildings. This however, will create new challenges since regions tha t 

shine lights into visible regions will have to  be generated even if they are not visible 

themselves.

These additions would make the generator significantly better, but an unfortu

nate possibility with realtime generated buildings is th a t they may never be able to 

compete with the quality of traditional human-made content. Hybrid approaches of 

mixing human-made content with generated content may allow applications to get 

the best of both worlds. For instance, one possible hybrid approach may be to manu

ally model the im portant parts of a rough building, and then place tem porary regions 

in the remainder of the space. This would allow the artists to  focus their attention 

on modelling the im portant, and hard to generate aspects of a building, and then 

let the generator take care of creating the more monotonous sections of the building. 

An example of this would be to model a dram atic lobby for a building, and then let 

the generator take over to  create floors of offices or apartm ents. Creating buildings 

in this fashion would allow users to explore entire, realistically sized buildings, put 

more control into the hands of designers, and allow for more interesting and unique 

building interiors.

It would also be worthwhile to explore the combination of realtime procedural 

environments with destructible environments. Destructible environments can give 

users the freedom to break barriers and visit locations th a t may not otherwise be 

accessible or even visible. Content will be needed for the opposite sides of these 

barriers, and providing this content through the use of our generator would have 

many benefits. It would allow designers to provide much more freedom in what users 

can destroy and explore, without greatly increasing the required memory, development 

time, and loading times. Furthermore, excessive damage in a destructible environment 

can cause an excessive number of regions to be visible at the same time. This has 

the potential to slow an application down to a halt if enough regions become visible 

at once. W ith an extended version of our generator, damage could be repaired easily.
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To do so, all our system would need to do is regenerate the affected regions. This 

would restore the geometry of the regions to their initial generated state.

Finally, if this generator was combined w ith other generators, larger, more complex 

environments could be produced. For instance, if this generator was combined with 

a realtime city generator, cities w ith complete buildings could be explored. If these 

cities could be placed within a realtime generated terrain, entire countries may be 

explored. It would be interesting to know just how large and complex an environment 

is possible through combining generators. Perhaps it will be possible to create and 

explore almost infinite universes much like our own.
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Appendix A  

Important System  Calculations

There are a number of im portant calculations th a t our system carries out in order to 

function th a t are unrelated to building interior generation and persistence. Our sys

tem requires efficient collision detection, point location, and visibility determination 

in order to function and perform decently. These calculations are described in the 

next sections

A .l  C ollision D etection

Collision detection is essential for most applications with interior environments since 

interaction it is nearly impossible without it. Our system uses a simple and efficient 

collision detection scheme based on the region-portal graphs created by our generator.

An object can only collide w ith other objects tha t share one or more of the same 

region. Using this fact, we can quickly eliminate most of the building from consid

eration when detecting collisions. This is done in constant time for an object if the 

system already knows what regions it is in. Our system tracks what regions moving 

objects are in to make this possible.

Tracking is made easy through the use of a building’s region-portal graph, assum

ing tha t the initial region th a t contains an object is known. The system will know 

when it moves into another region when the object intersects or crosses a portal of 

this region. When this occurs, the moving object will update a list of the regions it
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occupies.

There are some types of motion th a t the system cannot track, such as moving 

through walls or teleporting. If this is the case, or if the initial region th a t contains 

the object is unknown, the system can still quickly determine the containing region, 

using the point locator provided by our system. This is described in section A .2. Our 

point locator will still work even if the containing built regions do not initially exist.

Once the regions th a t an object occupies are known, the system simply tests for 

each face and object for collisions. This is done in linear time for each moving object.

A .2 P o in t Location

Our system has two types of point location: The first simply returns the immediately 

existing region th a t contains the point. This region can either be a tem porary region 

or a built region.

The second type extends the first so tha t a built region will always be returned. If 

the point under consideration is contained in a built region, it will return th a t region. 

However, if is is contained within a tem porary region, generation will be triggered 

within this region around the point. The newly generated built region tha t contains 

the point will then  be returned.

Our system requires efficient point location to carry out many of its tasks. One 

such task is to  calculate the regions tha t contain an object when it is teleported or 

moved through walls. It is also used to calculate the containing regions for an object 

for collision detection purposes, if they are not already known. Another, less obvious 

use, is to use points to refer to regions th a t may or may not exist in the future. Our 

system has to  be very careful with pointers to regions because the regions may get 

deleted in the future. Our second type of point location provides an easy and safe 

way to refer to  regions, because this type will generate the required region if needed.

For both types of point location we require an efficient way to find the immediately 

existing region th a t a point lies in. Our memory manager creates and maintains a 

data  structure th a t can be used for this purpose: The generation tree we described 

in section 4.1 has a secondary purpose as a data structure for efficient point location.
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This is made possible because the bounding boxes needed at each node of the tree 

form an axis aligned bounding box tree (AABB tree) [5].

Using the tree, a simple recursive algorithm can be executed to find the region 

th a t the point lies in. The algorithm starts at the root of the tree. It then examines 

the children and traverses to the first child it finds with a bounding box tha t contains 

the point. This is repeated for each non-leaf node. When a leaf is reached, the 

algorithm will halt and return the region found. The traversal to the bottom  occurs 

in logarithmic time.

From this point, the point locator will either return  the region found, or generate 

and return the built region th a t contains the point, depending on what type of point 

location is used.

A .3 V isib ility

We are using portal-region graphs for efficient visibility determination[20]. This is an 

essential part of our lazy generation method, and is required to render large interiors 

at a decent frame rate. The use of portals for visibility determinations is common for 

interior environments, because of the abundance of walls th a t obstruct the view, and 

because they can be divided into regions and portals easily.

We render the visible regions of our interiors using a simple recursive algorithm. 

The algorithm starts with the region th a t contains the camera. If this region is not 

known, our point locator can be used to quickly find this region. (See section A .2.) 

Pseudo-code for the algorithm can be found below:
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R = the region containing the camera V = the camera's view volume

RenderRegions(R, V){
for (every portal of R that intersects the view volume){

0 = the region on the other side of the portal

if (0 is a temporary region){
generate the built region on the other side of the portal.

0 = the new built region.
>

if (0 has not been rendered this frame){
N = the new visible view volume through the portal

RenderRegions(0, N)
}

}

render R
}
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